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FOR
SOUTHWESTERN NEW MEXICO 


.ABSTRAcT 


A tin prospecting program is described; this is proposed for the 
general vicinity of the known, non-commercial tin deposits in th 
Black Range, Catron and Sierra Counties, New Mexico. 


This program is planned in three steps, (1) reconnaissance of 
several townships by a geochemical method (the analysis of near-
surface soils for significant constituents), (2) the detail of 
thereby identified sigiiificant anomalies by a geophysical method 
(radore), and (3) test hole drilling of the more favorable de-
tailed anomalies. Although such a program of reconnaissance and 
detail prior to test drilling is novel in mineral prospecting, it 
has been successful, standard operating procedure in petroleum 
prospecting. 


Thumbnail biographies describe the educational backgrounds and 
professional experience of the individuals who propose, and expect 
to participate in, this recommended tin prospecting program. 
Among them is one individual who has played an important part in 
demonstrating the usefulness of the radore method for outlining 
ore bodies prior to drilling; other individuals pioneered the 
successful application of soil analysis to petroleum prospecting 
and have conducted significant experimental work in its appli-
cation to mineral prospe6ting. Pertinent experimental data are 
available for inspection. The equiient required for this program 
is available either directly or through rental.	 - 


BACKGROUND MATERIAL 


Group Qualifications and Experience 


The proposed tin prospecting program is to be a joint venture 
sponsred, and to be undertaken, by the following: 


Morton H. Marr, Gulf States Utilities Building, Dal1as 1, Texas 
James B. Forgotson, 208 Ricou-Brewster Building, Shreveport, 


Louisiana 
Geochemical Surveys (a partnership), 3806 Cedar Springs Road, 


Dallas 4, Texas, composed of W. R. Ransone, C. V. A. Pittman, 
E. C. Reagor, Eugene McDermott, and E. E. Rosaire 


Brief biographies of these sponsors follow. 


Marr, N. H., An independent oil operator. Educational background
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•	 in mining engineering. While Narr has engaged to a minor extent in 
mining operations, his primary activities are in various phases of 
the petroleum industry, particularly prospecting. In the latter, 
he has found occasion to make use of various geological, geophysical, 
and geochemical methods, and, in so doing, he has become well 
acq••ted with their principles, applications, and usefulness. 


Forgotson, J. M, Educational background in, mining and petroleum 
geology. For several years was engaged in evaluating mineral 
resources in Southwestern United States, and now a consulting geolo-
gist and geophysicist in both petroleum and mining prospecting. 
Directed most of the field work which has demonstrated the usefulness 
of the electromagnetic method known as 'radoré in mining, and 
rado1l*I in petroleum, prospecting; this technique recently has been 
shown to have marked usefulness in outlining ore bodies prior to 
their evaluation by drilling. 


Geochemical Surveys is a partnership founded circa 1941 to exploit 
geochemical (soil analysis) methods (in petroleum prospecting) 
invented somewhat earlier by two of the partners, Rosaire and 
McDermott (both of whom, incidentally, are Past-Presidents of the 
Society of Exploration Geophysicists). At present, Geochemical 


•	 Surveys is engaged primarily in the exploration for and production 
of petroleum; those activities have resulted in and contributed to 
the discovery of several olifields. The greater part of the income 


•


	


	 received by the partnership is from the production of petroleum so 
discovered. The partnership introduced a combination new to 
petroleum prospecting, reconnaissance by soil analysis followed by 
detail by means of core drilling; as a result, the Success Ratio 


•


	


	 (discoveries/test wells drilled) for this partnership is higher than 
the average for the petroleum industry as a whole. Brief biographies 
of the partners follow. 


Ransone, V. R., Educational background in geology and physics. 
Experience in geophysical prospecting (refraction and reflection 
methods) dates back to 1926. 


Pittman, C. V. A., Educational background in physics and engineering. 
Experience in geophysical prospecting (refraction and reflection 
methods) dates back to 1927. 


Reagor, E. C., Educational background.in chemistry and physics. 
Experience in geophysical prospecting (reflection method) dates back 
to 1934. 


McDermott, Eugene Educational background in physics and engineering. 
Experience in geophysical prospecting (refraction and reflection 
methods, geo-electrical methods) dates back to 1925, in geochemical 
prospecting, to 1938. 


Rosaire, E. E., Educational background in chemistry and physics.
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Experience. in geophysical prospecting (refraction and reflection 
.	 methods) dates back to 1925, in geochemical andgeo-electrical methods, 


to 1936. 


From these thumbnail biographies, it is obvious that the sponsors of 
this tin prospecting program are professionals in the field of pros-
pecting for petroleum, and are qualified to attempt analysis and 
solution of prospecting problems. As later paragraphs show, justifi-
cation exists for their conclusion that their background in petroleum 
prospecting can be translated advantageously, into prospecting for 
other minerals.


GROUP EQUIPMENT 


Geochemical Surveys maintains a modern laboratory at its place of 
business in Dallas. Currently, this laboratory analyzes some 75-100 
soil samples daily, a rate which can be at least doubled. This 
laboratory was the first in this part of the United States to acquire 
certain specialized analytical appartus; these include a flame 
spectrophotometer, a recording polarograph, specialized microscopes, 
and automatically controlled, recording apparatus for the simultaneous 
analysis of soil samples. At present, Geochemical Surveys operates 
three sample collecting parties and one core drill crew, and has 
operated in Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana, Arkansas, Illinois, Missouri, 
New Mexico, California, and Canada. At such time as prospects have 
been outlined by geochemical soil analysis, the detail required for 


•


	


	 the choice of a test hole location will be made by the use of radore. 
Such , equipment will be rented from the inventor, V. M. Barrett, Inc., 
Shreveport, Louisiana, with whom, for years, one of us, Forgotson, 
has maintained a close relationship. 


INTRODUCT ION 


In view of its obviousness, it appears superfluous to expound upon 
the great significance which would be attached to the discovery of 
of a commercial deposit of tin bearing ore within the continental 
United States. It should be said, however, that that consideration 
played an important part in the conception and recommendation of this 
program. 


The Tin Prospecting Problem 


This particular prospecting problem is as follows: 


Since before 1940, several localized areas of tin bearing ore have 
been known to exist in Catron and Sierra Counties, New Mexico. 


Tin Deposits of the Black Range, Catron Q, Sierra Counties, New Mexico, 
U. S. Geological Survey Bulletin 922-M, 1940
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•	 These occurrences have been investigated by mineral prospectors of 
varying degrees of competence; at present, however, no commercial 
discoveries have resulted from those investigations. 


A Similar Problem in Petroleum Prospecting and Its Solution 


This type of problem is one which is quite familiar to those of us 
with wide experience in petroleum prospecting. Our conclusion is that 
in such a situation, the competence of the prospector often is less 
important than the finding effectiveness of the method employed. Thus, 
in 1924, a competent Gulf Coast prospector wrote as follows:-


Since the discovery in 1917 of the Hager-Martin dome in Section 28, 
T 9 5, R 7 E, St. MartinParish, Louisiana, approximately 675 wildcat 
wells have been drilled, in search of new domes on the coast, involving 
an expense estimated at 2O,OOO,OOO, exclusive of leases and overhead 
expenses. Yet only one new dome has been fomd during this period, 
and it has not yet proved profitable commercially as a source of oil." 


Hennig.er, W. F., Occurrence of. Sul phux Waters in The Gulf Coast of 
Texas Louisiana, Their Significance j Locating Domes, 
Geolo of Salt Dome Oil Fields, DeGolyer' and Others, Amer. Assoc. 
Petrol. Geol., 1926, pp. 774-776. 


Yet in 1927, only three years after th-is was written, nine salt domes 
were foimd in eleven crew months of operation by two refraction seis-
mograph parties; these were staffed by men who, in 1924, were wholly 
without experience in petroleum prospecting. The use of an effective 
method, new to the area, in the hands of relatively inexperienced men, 
readily solved a prospecting problem which, only three years earlier, 
the most competent prospectors had foid to be (for all practical 
purposes) insoluble. 


Comparative Positions of Mineral and Petroleum Prospecting 


On the basis of our experience in petroleum and mineral prospecting, 
we (the individuals 'who recommend, and expect to participate in, this 
tin prospecting program) consider that mineral prospecting taay is 
quite similar in status to petroleum prospecting in 1924; id., just 
when geophysical methods were being successfully introduced. Further, 
on the basis of our experience with geochemical and geophysical methods 
in mineral prospecting, we are convinced that the stage is set for a 
revolution in mineral prospecting 'which will be comparable to that which 
took place in petroleum prospecting with the successful introduction 
and widespread use of geophysical methods 


Unfavorable and Favorable Factors Should Compensate 


Granted that there will be a major difference in the size of the target 
.







S	 (i.e., the tical mineral deposit can be expected to be very much 
smaller than the typical petroleum accumulation). However, .there 
should be an important compensating factor in that, once we can 
"read" through the surface mantle (which so effectively limits the 
finding effectiveness of the otherwise competent mineral prospector 
who relies wholly upon visual inspection) a number of mineral prospects 
reasonably can be expected at depths which are very shallow as compared 
with those encountered, and successfully handled, in petroleum prospect-
ing. That is, while in mineral prospecting, our possible targets wifl 
be much smaller (than in petroleum prospecting), on the other hand, 
the range also will be much smaller. Thus, we can expect that the un-
favorable factor of very small target size wifl be compensated, to an 
appreciable degree, by the favorable factor of shallower depth. 


New Methods Available in Mineral Prospecting 


Two potentially important methods recently have become available to 
the mineral prospector; one of these is geochemical (soil analysis) 
and the other is geophysical (radore). Either method, alone, would 
have marked a significant advance in the art; however, in proper com-
bination, they bid well to effect an advance so great as to justify 
the term "revolution". 


Reconnaissance and Detail Methods 


The location of an ore body (or petroleum accumulation) is a problem 
in three dimensions, latitude, longitude, and depth. Obviously, any 
method which operates in the third dimension (depth) could be used, 
unaided, in prospecting. That is, all the mineral deposits (and 
petroleum accumulations) could be discovered simply by drilling enough 
veils. However, the resulting discovery cost would be unduly high, in 
view of the following considerations. By far the greater part of any 
area to be prospected (an area which is large when compared with the 
area of the typical target) n be expected to be barren (of ore or 
petroleum); consequently, an important factor in any otganized pros-
pecting campaign is the cost of eliminating barren areas incidental 
to the recognition of localized, potentially significant anomalies. 
This, the "not finding" cost, makes up unduly percentage of the dis-
covery cost when an exploration campaign is based upon reconnaissance 
by a method which operates in the third dimension; on the other hand, 
the "not finding" cost makes up a much sniaUer percentage of the dis-
covery cost when an exploration campaign is based upon reconnaissance 
by an appropriate method operating only in two dimensions. 


Rosaire, E. E., On	 Strate and TactiQs 2	 ploration for 
Petroleum, I-Il, Geophysics, Vol. 4, No. 3, July, 1939, pp. 155-166. 


Thus, when appropriate methods are available, a two step approach has 
distinct advantages in prospecting. The first step is reconnaissance 


.
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by an appropriate "stratigraphic" method (i.e., operating only in two 
dimensions, latitude and longitude), this should result in the recog-
nition of localized, potentially significant anomalies with a low 
"not finding" cost (1 • e •, the cost of eliminating barren areas). The 
second step is the detail of those localized anomalies by an appropriate 
'structural" method (i.e., operating in the third dimension, depth) so 
as to determine their areal extents and depths; thereby the most favor-
able locations are chosen for that "supreme arbiter", the drill. 


Characteristics of Radore and Soil An]ysis 


The geophysical method lrnown as radore has"been used successfully (in 
the Ozark area) to pin point ore bodies; i.e., by using radore to 
determine their probable outlines and depths, favorable locations have 
been made for test' holes'. However, by virtue of that very pin point 
finding effectiveness, the radore method is a structural'" method 
(since it operates in the third dimension), and is a very high cost 
"not findingt' method if used on reconnaissance. 


On the other hand, an unusual characteristic of the soil analysis 
method is that it operates , only in two dimensions, and appears to have 
little, if any, depth perception. However, its two dimensional finding 
effectiveness appears to be reasonably high and its cost per unit area 
reasonably low. Thus, soil analysis emerges as peculiarly suited to 
the reconnaissance phase in an organized prospecting campaign, whereby 


.	 the "not finding" cost should be a relatively low percentage of the 
discovery cost. 


Thus, in our opinion, the combination of soil analysis (for reconnaissance) 
and radore (for detail 'to choose the most favorable locations for test 
holes) appears to be a promising approach to the problem of locating 
commercial tin deposits in the Black Range area of New Mexico. 


Outline of the Proposed Tin Prpecting Program 


The following paragraphs describe various phases of the proposed tin 
prospecting program; i • e •, the working hypothesis upon which it is pro-
jected, the reconnaissance, the detail, and the test hole drilling 
phases. Where applicable, there are included estimates of the cost and 
time required for completion. 


Working Hypothesis 


In the past, prospecting for tin in this area has proceeded upon the 
working hypothesis that, if commercial deposits of tin bearing ore do 
exist in this area, they will be found in close juxtaposition to the 
Imown non-commercial deposits. This working hypothesis may or may not 
be valid. If it is valid, then the inferences from past prospecting 
are unfavorable, for, as yet, no commercial deposits have been found in 
spite of reasonably intensive investigations inspired by a favorable 
demand situation.
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•	 Prior to the discovery of petroleum there, the Tampico Region of 
Mexico was notable for its visible seepages of asphalt, oil and gas. 
Many of these visible indications of petroleum were tested by wildcat 
wells located in close juxtaposition. Some of these test wells re-
sulted in di-scovery; many were abandoned as failures. In the light 
of the extensive.developinent which has taken place there, It appears 
that some of these visible indications of petroleum did indicate under-
lying, or nearby, petroleum accumulations, others definitely were not 
associated with petroleum accumulations (I.e., 'were associated with 
igneous instrusions), and still others remain today with as yet unde-
terniined significance. 


Muir, John M., Geology 	 Tampico Region, Mexico, Amer. Assoc. 
Petrol. Geol., 1936, pp. 152-157. 


A quite competent prospector, who was active during the early develop-
ment there, has expressed his considered judgement that the overall 
significance of the visible evidences of petroleum in the Tampi.co 
Region was general rather than specific; i.e., indicated that the 
general area, rather than specific localities, was favorable to the 
accumulation of petroleum. 


Our working hypothesis for this proposed tin prospecting program is 
quite similar; i.e., we have proceeded on the basis of the working 
hypothesis that the known non-commercial tin depOsits in the Black 
Range are not themselves necessarily associated with, or even close, to, 
commercial tin deposits, but rather that their significance is the 
favorability of the general region to localized occurrence of tin 
bearing ore deposits, some of which may be commercial. We propose, 
therefore, not to restrict our exploration to the immediate vicinity 
of the known, non-commercial tin deposits, but rather to explore the 
broad area blanketed by rhyolite flows for local mineralized areas 
which reasonably can be expected there, and which may well include 
commercial deposits of tin bearing ores. 


Thus, the proposed tin prospecting program envisages a regional 
reconnaissance, by soil analysis, of about 6 townships; most of this 
area, of course, will be barren of significant mineralization. However, 
that large area reasonably can be expected to include one, or even more 
than one, mineralized locality more favorable (from the standpoint of a 
commercial tin deposit) than those now known. When such a favorable 
mineralized locality is indicated, it will be detailed by radore; i.e., 
a detailed radore survey will be made of the geochemical anomaly, with 
the objective of choosing the most favorable location for a test well. 
This last, of course, will be properly sarnpId" 'so y that the resulting 
data can be fully evaluated in terms of commercial value of 'the 
mineralized deposit. 


.
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Reconnaissance (ySoil Analysi) 


As stated earlier, the reconnaissance is to be conducted by the analysis 
of soil samples taken at shallow depths along a predetermined grid. 
That analysis will not be restricted to tin alone, but will include 
analyses for other constituents. 


This follows because our experience in geochemical prospecting by soil 
analysis has demonstrated that a soil constituent which is significant 
in one area mar not be significant in another area. Local conditions 
may act to suppress the anomalous occurrence of what was expected to be 
the most significant soil constituent, and another may assume the position 
of indicator. Thus, in recent exploration in the Ozark lead-zinc area, 
the lead content of the soil was not markedly interesting from a prospect-
ing standpoint, while zinc, manganese, and barium did yield significant 
anomalies in the vicinity of known ore bodies (as well as in areas not 
yet investigated by test drilling). 


Therefore, while we as yet have no reason to anticipate that the concen-
tration of tin in the near-surface soil will fail to be a significant 
indicator, we plan to carry analyses for a suite of soil constituents, 
and to give consideration to them, aiigly and in combination, in our 
resolution of the resulting geochemical data. 


Our first exploration will be the collection, and subsequent änalysi, 
of soil samples collected at a spacing of 0.1 mile along a profile 18 
miles long. Since by far the greater part of that profile should be 
barren of significant mineralization, those long..profile" data will 
furnish the adequate background so necessary in the recognition and 
evaluation of local anomalies. 


With that background material at hand, the reconnaissance will be 
initiated on a grid of similar profiles spaed one half mile apart, 
Closer spacing wifl be relied upon, locally, whenever the analyses 
indicate the possible existence of a mineralized area. Further, that 
'detailed reconnaissance" will be initiated promptly, without waiting 
for the basic reconnaissance grid to be completed. 


If six townships (three long, two wide) are sampled by a grid of 20 
samples to the mile, along profiles one half mile apart, approximately 
4300 reconnaissance samples would be required. At a sample collection 
rate of 20 per day or 440 per month (working 22 days/month), 10 crew 
months would be required. An additional 5 months or 2200 samples may 
be necessary for detailing anomalies indicated by the reconnaissance 
sampling. Presumably, such a complete sample grid would not be required 
except in the event that no anomalies of potential significance were 
found. However, about that number of samples probably will be required 
if potentially significant anomalies are discovered during the 
reconnaissance survey. Thus, the 15 months of sampling would cost, at 
$8,000 per crew month (for the cost of analysis as well as collection) 
an estimated $120,000.	 / / / 


.	


u__j	 t217.
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•	 This monthly rate for the soil sampling crew is not our normal contract 
rate; this is much higher. A charge of 48,OOO . per month for such a 
soil cx'ewis expected to approximate, very closely, the expense of 
sample collection, transportation to the laboratory, analysis, and 
usual tabulation and display of the resulting data. 


If as the reconnaissance progresses a possible soil analysi$ anomaly 
is indicated, the sampling crew at once will be directed to complete 
a closer sampling of that area, probably to a uniform grid 1/20th of a 
mile on a side. Once such a u reconnaissance detail" is completed, the 
soil sample collecting crew will return to the wider reconnaissance 
grid spacing. 


Detail by Radore 


If that "reconnaissance detail" confirms and generally outlines a 
likely looking anomaly, a radore crew will be moved in to initiate the 
geophysical detail. 


A radore crew utilizes a transmitter of electromagnetic waves and a 
calibrated field strength receiver. The transmitter is set up at a 
chosen location, and the portable receiver then occupies surveyed 
positions along a profile across the anomalous area. The measured 
field strengths are then plotted and the curves examined for typical, 
significant anomalies; if these exist, they are interpreted in terms 
of the outline of the ore body, its depth, and its eleetrornagnetic 
characteristics. (These last have been found to bear a relationship 
to the richness of the ore body.) From these conclusions, the decision 
is reached as to whether or not this anomaly should be subjected to 
test drilling; if the decision is favorable, these data permit the 
choice of a favorable test well location. 


The rental of such a radore crew is about 7,5OO per month. The time 
required for the evaluation of prospects such as these will vary quite 
a lot; much depends upon the size and depth of the anomaly, the terrain, 
and the magnitude of the radore anomaly. Our present estimate is one 
radore crew month to each likely soil analysis anomaly, with a possi-
bility that 8 prospects will be found which are worthy of such a detail. 


Test Hole Dlling 


Test holes will be located in accordance with the. findings of the radore 
detail; however, we expect to move in a rig for an immediate test of any 
suitably detaild, worthy, radore anomaly. 


Our estimate of the test drilling cost is $2.50-$3.O0 per foot of hole 
drilled; with an estimated depth of 1,000 feet, perhaps two such test holes 
can be drilled in one month of continuous operation. While a projection 
of the anticipated drilling costs can be little inore.than a guess, for 
the purposes of rounding out an estimate, 18 such test holes (9 drilling 
crew months) are included. 


.







Phase	 Start Finish 


Reconnaissance	 I-day I-day plus 
15 months 


Detail	 I-day plus I-day plus 
4 months 12 months 


Test Drilling	 I-day plus I-day plus 
9 months 18 months 


Complete Program I-day I-day plus 
18 months


.


Time Required Eat. Cost. 


	


15 months	 l2O,OOO 


	


8 months	 60,000 


9 months	 4,000 


18 months	 234,OOO 


10. 


CONCLUSION 


Recanitulation of Program 


Thus, it is apparent that a flexible prospecting program is contem-
plated. If the reconnaissance is unfavorable, the estimated costs 
for radore and test drilling will not ensue. On the other hand, if 
favorable results do sue fom the reconnaissance, then it may be 
that soil sampling, radore, and drilling ärew activities all may be 
in operation at the same time (but not, of course, in the same 
locality). 


The following table then Indicates what may take place If the 
reconnaissance and detail surveys yield favorable results. The times 
are figures from I-day (initiation day).. 


Respectfully submitted, 


E. E. Rosaire 


June 27, 1951 
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(fl	 UNITED STATES •	 "•
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


\\'&*. .'
DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION


WASHINGTON 25, D. C. 


Memorandum
/1UG101951 '( 


(9-" 
To:


/ 
Administrative Management Division 


Through: Director, Supply Division 


From: 1U.nor and Rare Metals Brnch 


Subject: Tin property , Cartron and Sierra Counties,. New Nexico 
DMA docket l752x


Under date of June 27, 1951, W. R. Ransone, do Geochemical 
Surveys, P. 0. Bc 6508, Medical Center Station, Dallas, Texas, submitted 
the subject application for an exploration project in the sum of 231.,000 
for a government participation of 2io,6Oo (90%). 


Attached hereto find letter of even date addressed to W. R. 
Ransome, Geochemical Surveys de	 s application on the grounds of 
lack of basic evidence of the' 	 ted presence of workable tin deposits. 


Enclosed herewith is the complete docket, comprised by the 
following:


(a) Three sets of fonu MF-103, submitted letter and copy, 
two copies of tin propecting syllabus and map, 1 copy 
of lease. 







•	 •	 DNA docket les 3tj 
FILE COPY 
• SURNAME: 


	


S	 UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION ch3


WASHINGTON 25, D. C. 


• AUG 101951 
• .	 inietrattve axageaent Divi.on. 


Through Director, npp2 )ivision 


Frca;	 *nor .M Eare Metals Eranch 


Subject: Tin property, Cartron	 sierra Counties, iew exice 
D}& docket I?52z 


Under date of June 27 191, W. •B. t*nsme, c/o Qeochentc4 
urveye, . 0, J3a 6508, i4edicd (enter Station, 1allas, Txas, eut*4tted 


the subject application for an exploration prQjeCt in the sum of 23!sO0O 
t a gGvozi1 r ent paricLatiozi of flo,600 (o). 


Attache4 hereto find ettsr oteven date dreeied to W. L 
1anscze (1eOcheical Surveys, denying his application on the z'ounds of 
lack of bane evidenc of the incated presenQe of workable tin deposits. 


nclose4 herewith is the coniplte docket, coiprised by the 
•	 • • followirg* 


•	 • (a). Thre sete of toni	 1O3 submitted letter and cop3r 
two copies of tin prepecting syllabus and map, 1 copy •	 • of leaae 


(b) eaorandum frost I. T. NcKniiht. 


6/ J(/4,2)	 L/6,,e 
Weaton Bourret, Chiøf 


• S.	 )nor an ae Metals branch	 S 


S 	 • 	 S 	 • •	 EGordon/mh	 S 	 • 


• •. •	 tyot	 S 	 • 	 cö: Adm. Read. File 
• 	 S 	 S 	 S 	 • • Reports and Records 


•1	 -•	 ir Director, supply Divieton	 lYon 
• 	 S 	 • 	 • 	 S 	 • • 	 • •


	 Rennick	 S 


S 	 • 	 S 	 S 	 • 	 S •	 •	 • • Field Team IV 
• 	 S S	 • 	 • 	 S 	


• 	 NcKnight, USGS	 • 
S 	 S 	 •	 •	 Bourret	 S 


DMA docket files







UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF' THE INTERIOR 


DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION 


WASHINGTON 25, D. C. 


Mr. W. R Ranaoae 
1..Box6SO8 
Kedic4 øenter Station 
DaUas, Texas


ii,:	 docket rr2x 
Tin prospecting Sierra 
and. Catron :Cuntieø, t.


DNA docket files 


FILE COPY 
SURNAME: 


AU iO 1951 


Dear 1. *nsome* 


Your application for an exploration project, D14 Z?2x in 
the sum or 231,OOO ha been received by the }iinor and 1are ietals Branch 
of the Supp'y Dzvision. 


We reret to advise that after' careful study and consideration 
the ThA must deny your' ap1ication, The Aindamental premise on which any 
such proposal should be based, . e. strong nicatiora of the presence 
of econeatc tan uepos.L.t5, has not been esr4*blished. On the contr'ar7, we 
beLeve thtt t area iias been uffi.c4.ently eauxi.ned at enough different 
pointø to denonstrate that the most favorable conditions known therein for 
occnwrence of tin,, namely alonjth hones of alteration ccrnnec ted with 
steeply dip 4n fractur. zones n rhyolite, at best contaan but scat er.d 
casa. erite s ,rinere so wd],y separated as to precluae profitable ex-
ploration on any apreciable .cale, even at err bigh, preai* prices, 


If and when evidence to the contrary is presented, we shall be 
clad bo reconsider the natLer. fLso, it should be noted thdt exploration 
projects *ay be granted oniy on around in proponent's control.. 


óir very tr'uly 


Tom LyOU 


cn Iqon, Director, 
Sp1y Division 


• EGordon/nth 
cc: An. Read. File 


Reports and Records 
•	 Lyon 
• NcKnight 


Rennick 
Bourret 
DM docket files 
Field Team IV
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION 


WASHINGTON 25, D. C.


July 30, 1951 


Memorandum 


To:	 Mr. Weston Bourret 


From:	 Mr. B. T. McKnight 


Subject: DMA 1752X - Geochemical Surveys proposed prospecting for tin 
by geochemical and geophysical methods in the tin bearing 
area of Sierra and Catron Counties, New Mexico. 


I recommend that this application be denied on the grounds 
that a basic principle justifying the use of geochemical and geo-
physical prospecting in an area has not been established, namely, 
that there should be good geologic reason for suspecting workable 
mineral deposits in the area selected for such study. I believe the 
character of the tin occurrence in this area is well enough known from 
direct observation at many points to establish that the most favorable 
conditions for occurrence, along the zones of alteration connected with 
steeply dipping fracture zones in rhyolite, can produce at best only 
scattered stringers containing tin but so widely separated as to hold 
no hope for profitable recovery even at exhorbitant premium prices. 
Geochemical work may show that tin is present over a wide area, but we 
know that already. We know by visual and exact chemical tests made at 
many points that have been opened up just how much tin is available 
end how it occurs, and this knowledge hasn't led us to a workable ore 
deposit. It seems to me that an analysis .of soil weathered from such 
occurrences would be even less valuable 	 searching for workable 
deposits; and the fact that we would have this diffuse and inexact 
evidence over a much wider area would be no advantage. 


I' 


Edwin T. McKnight 
Geologist
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MAILING ADDRESS
P. 0. BOX 6508.


MEDICAL CENTER STATION


GEOCHEMICAL SURVEYS - 
3806 CEDAR SPRINGS ROAD 


DALLAS TEXA.S 


June 27, 1951 TEtEPHON E 
LAKESIO 5145 


Dr. James Boyd 
Defense Minerals . Ad.ministrat ion 
Department of the Interior 
Washington 25, D. C. 


Dear Dr. Boyd:


CEi.:T F :: :T::. 
ir&	 :... ... .. 


JUN 289i51 


LI


B: Proposed Tin Prospecting Program 
Catron. and. Sierra Counties, New Mexico 


With . this letter I am sending you the following: 


1. Syllabus of a tin prospecting program proposed for the area 
shown on the 


2. Map of portions of Catron and. Sierra Counties, New Mexico 
(where non-commercial deposits of tin have been found). 


3. Copy of Lease from J. R. Canning to M. H. Marr. 
14 • FormMF 103. 
5. U.S. a. S. Bulletin 922-M (1911.0) 


Although the lease from Canning to Marx' (who is associated with 
us in this joint venture) covers a much larger area, it applies specifi-
cally to about 5,000 acres of mineral fee owned by Canning. So far 
as we have been able to determine, this includes by far the greater 
part of the privately owned mineral fee in the considered area. The 
other important mineral rights there are those which are federal or 
state owned; most of these appear to be open at present. 


We have filled out Form M F 103 to the best of our ability. 
However, due to the shortage of time and the press of circumstances, 
some of the material requested, particularly (8) "current financial 
status, etc.", has not been included; this can be supplied, upon 
request. Form M P 100 has not been filled out since the copy originally 
supplied appears to.bave • been mislaid. 


Although they are not attached hereto, we have p'et'tinent 
case treatments of mineral prospecting by soil analysis and rad.ore; 
while these case treatments are available for private display and. 
discussion, they have not been released. for general distribution. 
The soil analysis case treatments are across lead. deposits (in Missouri) 
owned by the St • Joseph Lead. Company, and were made with that company' s 
permission and. approval; we consider that these date are as significant 
with respect to mineral prospecting as we have found. them to be with 


I,







.	 I 


Dr. James Boyd	 June 27, 1951 


respect to petroleum prospecting. The radore case treatments 
are typical of those surveys which have been made for the St. Joseph 
Lead. Company, the National Lead Company, and. the Tennessee Copper 
Company; in these applications of the radore method., it has demon-
strated. its noteworthy usefulness in outlining and. identifying 
ore bodies prior to,. their being test drilled.. 


I wish to suggest that, at your early convenience, say 
within the next two weeks, some of our group be granted the privilege 
of a personal interview with you to discuss further the merits of 
this proposed tin prospecting program. At that time we will be able 
to show you, and interested membrs of your staff, these soil analysis 
and. radore case treatments which, in our considered. judgment, illustrate 
the applicability of these methods to the tin prospecting program which 
we are proposing, and. justify your serious consideration thereof. 


Very truly yours, 


---- &. 


W. 9. Bansone 


cc - By regular mail less copy 
of lease and. U.S.G.S. Bulletin 
922-M (l9L.0) and less Form M F 103 


cc - M. H. Marr 


cc - 3. M. Porgotson
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Approval expires 6-30-51. U. 
SIPARTMENT 


OF THE JNTERIO	
Budget Bureau No. 42—R1035. 


D	 SE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION 


Form MF-103 
(April 1951)


APPLICATION FOR AID FOR AN
	 DO NOT F L IN THIS BLOCK 


EXPLORATION PROJECT PURSUANT TO
	


Docket No 


MINERAL ORDER 5, UNDER
	


Date received ---------------


DEFENSE PRODUCTION ACT OF 1950 	 Participation 


[arr, M. H. 
Porgotson., J. M.	


Name and 


Bansone,	
A	 Geochemical	


address of 


Pittman, C. V. A.	
3806 Cedar Spr.ng 	


applicant 


McDermott, Eugene	
Dallas, Texas LRosaire,. E. E.	


Date 
ifeagor,. .E.; 0.


FILL IN THIS BLOCK 


Date of application ----------n2J.951--------------------- Estimated cost ------ -$4QQ0 


Mineral or metal ------------ 	 Percentage of Government participation -------- -2P 
prospect area 


Location o	 -----Catron	 SieraQaunties,.._____ 
New Mexico 


Date of filing MF-100 ------------------------------------------------------DMA Docket Number, if available 


INSTRUCTIONS 


Read Mineral Order 5, Regulations Governing Government 
Aid in Defense Projects, before completing this application. 
Submit four signed copies of the application to Defense Min-
erals Administration, Department of the Interior, Washington 
25, D. C., or to the nearest field executive officer thereof, with 
your name and address on each sheet of the application and 
all accompanying papers. If any question is inapplicable, or


if you cannot answer it, so state on the form. Where the 
space provided for answer is inufficient, answer on a separate 
sheet, annex it to the application form and refer to it in . space 
for answer. If the application is approved, you will be pre-
sented with an exploration project contract on Form MF-200, 
for your signatui	 .'j' 


THE APPLICANT
JUN 2 81° *1. Is applicant an individual, partnership, or corporation? 


*2. If a partnership, state names and addresses of partners. 	 L 
*3 If a corporation, state names and addresses of officers, directors, and five largest stockhQW.jL, 
*4 Describe the mining and general business experience of (a) the applicant, and (b) the person or perilons who will rnanage the 


project. 
*5• Are you the owner or the lessee of the property? 
6. If owner, state what claims, liens, or encumbrances, if any, are against the property. 
7. If lessee, attach a copy of the lease and state if it is in good standing. 


NOTE.—It will be necessary to procure and attach to the exploration project contract agreements of claimants, lienors, en-
cumbrances and lessors subordinating their interests in the property to the interest of the Government under the 
contract. 


8. Furnish current financial statement, showing assets and liabilities, and a profit and loss statement. 
9. How much money is applicant prepared to invest in proposed project? Is it sufficient to pay your part of the cost of the 


project as detailed in question 23 of this application form, in accordance with the regulations on Government participation 
(Section 9 of Mineral Order 5)? 


1f you have already answered these questions on MF-100, you are not required to answer the questions for this application.







THE PROPERTY 
10. (a) Give a description of th	 al property that will be in any way involved i 	 e exploration project, including any exisiing 


mine or operating property. 
(b) Give the legal description of the exact parcel, plot, or area upon which the exploration is to be conducted. 


NOTE.—If both areas are the same, so state. The only obligation to repay the Government is from the net earnings from 
any commercial discovery made in the area specified in (b) above in which the exploration is to be conducted, 
and the expenditure of funds which may be charged . as costs of the project must be limited to that area or to 
work necessary to perform the exploration in that area. 


*11. State the present and former names of the property, if any. 
*12. State, in detail, the location of the property with reference to towns, railroads, roads, ship.ping points, including distances 


and directions and kinds and conditions of roads. 
*13. State source and quantity of wateravailable for operations and its sufficiency at all seasons. 


State amount of power to be used, rate per hour or other cost, and 'source. 
*14. Describe any existing useable facilities, equipment, buildings, or structure now on the property that will be devoted to the 


exploration work. 
15. State in detail how the ore could be shipped and how and where milled. 


*16. History: 
(a) Give a statement, as complete as possible, of previous exploration, development, operation, 'andt production of property, 


with reasons for any past suspensions of operations.	 . 
(b) State briefly the known history and production of adjoining and neighboring properties. 
(c) Furnish any available (private) reports that may apply to this application, including result of mine examinations, 


recommended exploration and development, and metallurgical investigations. 
*7 Production 


(a) If' mine is in production, furnish the following information: 	 - 


Grade or	 Net value 
Tons per day	 .	 analysis	 Cost per ton '	 per ton 


(1) Mining 
(2) Milling	 .	 , 
(3) Shipped 


or sold 
*18. Ore or mineral reserves': (If property is or has been operating.) 


(a) Describe the ore or mineral deposits briefly. 
(b) Submit available maps and assay data. 
(c) Give estimated tonnage and grade of each class of ore reserves. 


19. State any conditions or circumstances regarding the property not sufficiently brought out by the foregoing questions. 


THE EXPLORATION 
20. For what mineral or minerals and for what types of deposits and ores will the exploration be conducted? 
:21. Describe briefly, but concisely, the proposed work and the estimated time required to complete it. 


NOTE.—The Government will not participate in a project that will require more than 2 years to complete. 
22. Furnish statement of the geological basis of the project with particular emphasis on factors leading the operator to expect the 


finding of commercial ore bodies. This 'statement should be accompanied by supporting maps such as geological maps, maps 
of the proposed openings and assay maps, sample lists, and other pertinent data. 


THE REQUIREMENTS AND COSTS 
'23. Tabulate in the form of an itemized statement with a sum for each item the estimated requirements and costs of the project so 


•that the total will give the estimated cost of the project in which the Government will participate, as follows: 
(a) Labor, by numbers and classes (miners, muckers, milimen, etc.), with wages of each. 


• (b) Supervisors, by numbers and positions, with salaries of each. 
(c) Cost of necessary repairs to existing facilities, structures, and buildings. 
(ci) Cost of necessary installation or construction of additional facilities, structures, and buildings. 
(e) Cost of items of equipment, not now owned by the applicant which must be purchased for operations at a cost of $50 or 


more each. 
(f) Cost of rental for equipment which the operator proposes to rent. 
(g) Rental value of items of equipment which the operator row owns and which will be devoted to the work. 
(h) Cost of materials and supplies, including items of equipment costing less than $50 each. 
(i) Cost of power, water, utilities, and any other items not provided for above. 


24. Furnish a time schedule of the project, stated in terms of months after project is approved, showing progress expected to be 
accomplished and the money expected to be spent. 


CERTIFICATION, 
The undersigned company, and the official executing this certification on its behalf, hereby certify that the information con-


tained in this form and accompanying papers is correct and complete to the best of their knowledge and belief. 


By 
(Name of company)	 (Signature of authorized official) 


•	 (Date)	 '	 (Title) 
Title 18, U. S. Code (Crimes), Section 1001, makes it a criminal offense to make a willfully false statement or representation to any department or agency 


of the United States as to any matter within its jurisdiction. 	 • 


Same as footnote on page 1. 	 16-04007-1	 U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE







.	 . 


T APPLICA1T 


10 Joint venture - see attached. application form and. syllabus 


2.	 VI	 0	 VI	 VI	 IV	 0 


II	 VI	 VI.	 U	 IV	 Ii 


5. Lessee 


6. Can be furnished. upon request. 


7. Lease attached ana. is in good. stand.ing. 


8. Can be furnished. upon request 


9. Applicants are prepared. to invest ten per cent of cost of 
project (estimated, at $2Y1,oOO) which is sufficient to pay 
their part of cost. 


10. See attached lease and. map. 


11. Available upon request. 


!XFLBATIQN 


20. Tin	 . 


21. See attached. Tin syllabus 


22. See attached. U. S. G. S. Bu.11etin 922-M 


BEQI	 1ENTS	 COSTS 


23. See attached. syllabus







Approval expires 6-80-51. U. 
SIPARTMENT 


OF THE INTERIO	
Budget Bureau No. 42-R1035. 


D	 SE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION	 + 


r 


Form MF-103 
(April 1951) 


I,


APPLICATION FOR AID FOR AN


EXPLORATION PROJECT PURSUANT TO


MINERAL ORDER 5,. UNDER


DEFENSE PRODUCTION. ACT . OF 1950 


Yorotson,•J, N, 
Bansóne ,	 .. do 
Pitt4n, C, V. A	 Oochemical $ur11's 
)tcD*r*ott, YUI,AO	 8ot Cedar Springs 
LR0t, Z, .	 Dallas, tes . 
Reaor Z. C.


DO NOT F! IN THIS BLOCK 


Docket No 


Date received	 çLI--- -


Participation


Name and 
address o 
applicant 


Date 


FILL IN THIS BLOCK 


Date of application	 Estimated cost ----------


Mineral or metal --------------------------------------------------------Percentage of Governiient participation --------- -9O 
prosp*ct aria 


Location of	 Catron & Sierra Countte 
0 	


NIwN.xico..............
0  


Date of filing MF-1OO ------------------------------------------------------DMA Docket . Number, if available ------------------------------





INSTRUCTIONS 


Read Mineral Order 5, Regulations Governing Government 	 if you cannot answer it, so state on the form. Where the 
Aid in Defense Projects, before completing this application. 	 space provided for answer is insufficient, answer on a separate 
Submit four signed copies of the application to Defense Mm-	 sheet, annex it to the application form, and refer to it in• space 
erals Administration; Department of the Interior, Washington	 for answer. If the application is approved, you will be pre-
25, D. C., or to the nearest field ,executive officer thereof, with 	 sented with an exploration project contract on Form MF-200, 
your name and address on each sheet .of the application and . for your signature. 	 L' 


all accompanying papers. If any ciuestion is inapplicable, or 


THE APPLICANT 


*1. Is applicant an individual, partnership, or corporation? 
*2. If a partnership, state names and addresses of partners. 
*3• If a corporation, state names and addresses of officers, directors, and five largest stockhol13O 	 i'i 
*4 Describe the mining and.general business experience of (a) the applicant, and (b) the person or persons who wil1manage the 


project.	 .	 . 
*5 Are you the owner or the lessee of the property? 
6. If owner, state what claims, liens, or encumbrances, if any, are against the property. 
7. If lessee, attach a copy of the lease and state if it is in good standing. 


NOTE.—It will be necessary to procure and attach to the exploration project contract agreements of claimants, lienors, enì-
cumbrances and lessors subordinating their interests in the property to the interest of the Government under the 
contract.	


0 


8. Furnish current financial statement, showing assets and liabilities, and a profit and loss statement. 
9. How much money is applicant prepared to invest in proposed project? Is it sufficient to pay your .part of the cost of the 


project as detailed in question 23 of this application form, in accordance with the regulations on Government participation 
(Section 9 of Mineral Order 5)?	 + 


1f you have already answered these questions on MF-100, you are not required to answer the questions for this application.







THE PROPERTY 
10. (a) Give a description of th 	 al property that will be in any way involved i 	 e exploration project, including any exist'ing 


mine or operating property. 
(b) Give the legal description of the exact parcel, plot, or area upon which the exploration is to be conducted. 


NOTE.—If both areas are the same, so state. The only obligation to repay the Government is from the net earnings from 
any commercial discovery made in the area specified in (b) above in which the exploration is to be conducted,. 
and the expenditure of funds which may be charged as costs of the project must be limited to that area or to 
work necessary to perform the exploration in that area. 


*11. State the present and former names of the property, if any. 
*12. State, in detail, the location, of the property with reference to towns, railroads, roads, shipping points, including distances 


and directions and kinds and conditions of roads. 
*13. State source and quantity of water available for operations and its sufficiency at all seasons. 


State amount of power to be used, rate per hour or other cost, and source. 
*14. Describe any existing useable facilities, equipment, buildings, or structure now on the property that will be devoted to the 


exploration work. 
15. State in detail how the ore could be shipped and how and where milled. 
16. History: 


(a) Give a statement, as complete as possible, of previous exploration, development, operation, and production of property, 
with reasons for any past suspensions of operations.	 . 


(b) State briefly the known history and production of adjoining and neighboring properties. 
(c) Furnish any available (private) reports that may apply to this application, including results of mine examinations, 


recommended exploration and development, and metallurgical investigations. 
,7,}roduction: 


(a) If mine is in production, furnish the following information: 


Grade or	 Net value 
Tons per day	 analysis	 Cost per ton	 per ton 


(1) Mining 
(2) Milling	 . 
(3) Shipped 


orsold	 ' 
*18. Ore or mineral reserves: (rf operty is orhasbeen operating.) 	 . 


(a) Describe the ore or mineral deposits briefly. 
(b) Submit available maps and assay data. 	 . 
(c) Give estimated tonnage and grade of each class of ore reserves. 


19. State any conditions or circumstances regarding the property not sufficiently brought out by the foregoing questions. - 


THE EXPLORATION 
'20. For what mineral or minerals and for what types of deposits and ores will the exploration be conducted? 
.21. Describe briefly, but concisely, the proposed work and the estimated time required to complete it. 


NOTE.—The Government will not participate in a project that will require more than 2 years to complete. 
:22. Furnish statement of the geological basis of the project with particular emphasis on factors leading the operator to expect the 


finding of commercial ore bodies. This statement should be accompanied by supporting maps such as geological maps, maps 
of the proposed openings and assay maps, sample lists, and other pertinent data. 


THE REQUIREMENTS AND COSTS 
23. Tabulate in the form of an itemized statement with a sum for each item the estimated requirements and costs of the project so 


that the total will give the estimated cost of the project in which the Government will participate, as-follows: 
• ' (a) Labor, by numbers and classes (miners, muckers, millmen, etc.), with wages of each. 


(b) Supervisors, by numbers and positions, with salaries of each. 
(c) Cost of necessary repairs to existing facilities, structures, and buildings. 
(d) Cost of necessary installation or construction of additidnal facilities, structures, and buildings. 
(e) Cost of items of equipment, not now owned by the applicant which must be purchased for operations at a cost of $50 or 


more each. 
(f) Cost of rental for equipment which the operator proposes to rent. 
(g) Rental value of items of equipment which the operator now owns and which will be devoted to the work. 
(h) Cost of materials and supplies, including items of equipment costing less than $50 each. 
(i) Cost of power, water, utilities, and any other items not provided for above. 


24 Furnish a time schedule of the project, stated in terms of months after .project is approved, showing progress expected to be 
accomplished and the money expected to be spent. 


CERTIFICATION 


The undersigned company, and the official executing this certification on its behalf, hereby certify that the information con-
tained in this form and accompanying papers is correct and complete to the best of their knowledge and belief. 


By 
(Name of company)	 -	 (Signature of authorized official) 


(Date)	 .	 (Title) 
Title 18, U. S. Code (Crimes), Section 1001, makes it a criminal offense to make a willfully false statement or representation to any department or agency 


of the United States as to any matter within its jurisdiction. 


*Same as footnote on page 1.	 1O—O67-i	 U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OPPICE
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Approval expires 6-30-51. U. 
SJPARTMENT 


OF THE INTERIOF	 Budget Bureau No. 42—R1035. 


.D	 SE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION 


Form MF-103 
(April 1951)


DO NOT FIL IN THIS BLOCK APPLICATION. FOR AID FOR AN	 . 
EXPLORATION PROJECT PURSUANT	 Docket No------------L7)L 


MINERAL ORDER 5, UNDER	 Date received	 ,¼ "t 
DEFENSE PRODUCTION . ACT OF 1950	 Participation . ---------------------------------------------


ri(arr,M.H.	
'I +.on...J. c, .orgo	


Nameand 


Raneone, ".	
G*Ochem.ci.	


address f 


pjtt, C.	
3806 'Ced.ar v4 -,	


applicant 


McDeiott, eugene	
Da].laa, Texas	 --Rosafre, L	


Date 


LB8O	 . , ,C.


FILL IN. THIS BLOCK 


Date of application--------------27-1951. 


Mineral or metal -------------------------------------------------
proapoCt a'ea 


Location of rXX	 ro	 terraCounte 
New Me too


$ 21,000 
Estimated cost ----------------------------------------------


Percentage of Government participation 


Date of filing MF-100 ---------------------------------------------------------DMA DOcket Number, if available 


INSTRUCTIONS 


	


Read Mineral Order 5, Regulations Governing Government 	 if you cannot answer it, so state on the form. Where the 


	


Aid in Defense Projects, before completing this application. 	 space provided for answer is insufficient, answer on a separate 


	


Submit four signed copies of the application to Defense Mm-	 sheet, annex it to the application form, and refer to it in space 


	


erals Administration, Department of the Interior, Washrngton 	 for answer If the apphation is approved, you 'vill be pre 


	


25, D C, or to the nearest field executive officer thereof, with	 sented with an exploration proJet contract on Foi4n MF-200, 


	


your name and address on each sheet of the application and 	 for your signature.	 . 
all accompanying papers. If any question is inapplicable, or 


-	 THE APPLICANT 


*1. Is applicant an individual, partnership, or corporation? 
*2. If a partnership, state names and addresses of partners. 	 .	 - 
*3 If a corporation, state names and addresses of officers, directors, and five largest stockholders. 
*4 Describe the mining and general business experience of (a) the applicant, and (b) the person or persons who wilimanage the 


project. 
*5 Are you the owner or the lessee of the property? 
6. If owner, state what claims, liens, or encumbrances, if any, are against the property. 
7. If lessee, attach a copy of the lease and state if it is in good standing. 


NOTE.—It will be necessary to procure and attach to the exploration project contract agreements of claimants, lienors, en-
cumbrances and lessors subordinating their interests in the property to the interest of the Government under the 
contract. 


8. Furnish current financial statement, showing assets and liabilities, and a profit and loss statement. 
9. How much money is applicant prepared to invest in proposed project? Is it sufficient to pay your part of the cost of the 


project as detailed in question 23 of this application form, in accordance with the regulations on Government participation 
(Section 9 of Mineral Order 5)? 


*Jf you have already answered these questions on MF-100, you are not required to answer the questions for this application.







THE PROPERTY 
10. (a) Give a description of th 	 al property that will be in any way involved i	 e exploration project, including any existing 


mine or operating property. 
(b) Give the legal description of the exact parcel, plot, or area upon which the exploration is to be conducted. 


NOTE.—If both areas are the same, so state. The only obligation to repay the Government is from the net earnings from 
any commercial discovery made in the area specified in (b) above in which the exploration is to be conducted, 
and the expenditure of funds which may be charged as costs of the project must be limited to that area or 'to 
work necessary to perform the exploration ' in that area. 


*11. State the present and former names of the property, if any. 
*12. State, in detail, the location of the property with reference to towns, railroads, roads, ship.ping points; 'including distances 


and directions 'and kinds and conditions of roads. 
*13 State source and quantity of water available for operations and its sufficiency at all seasons 


'State amount of power to be used, rate per hour 'or other cost, and source. 	 -	 , , 
*14. Describe any existing useable facilities, equipment, buildings, or structure now on the property that will be devoted to the 


exploration work. 
15. State in detail how the ore could be shipped and how and where milled. 
16. History: 


(a Give a statement, as complete as possible, of previous exploration, development, operation, and ' production of property, 
with reasons for any past suapensions of operations. 


(b) State briefly the known history and production of adjoining and neighboring properttes. 
(c) Furnish any available (private) reports that may apply to this application, including results of mine examinations, 


recommended exploration and development, and metallurgical invetigations. 
17.: Production:	 '. 


(a) If'mine is in production, furnish the following information: 


G'ra4e or	 Net value 
Tons per day	 analysis	 Cost per ton	 '	 per ton 


(1) Mining 
(2) Milling 
(3) Shipped 


orsold	 '	 -	 ' 
*18. Ore or mineral resrves: (tf toperty is or has been operating.) 	 '	


' '" 


(a) Describe the ore or mineral deposits blGiefly. 
(b) Submit available maps and assay data. 	 - 
(c) Give estimated tonnage and grade of each class of ore reserves. 


19. State any conditions or circumstances regarding the property not sufficiently brought out by the foregoing questions. 


THE EXPLORATION 
'20. Fr what mineral or minerals and for what types of deposits and ores will the exploration be conducted? 
:21. Describe briefly, but concisely, the proposed work and the estimated time required to complete it. 


NOTE.—The Government will not participate ma project that will require more than 2 years to complete. 
:22. Furnish statement of the geological basis of the project with particular emphasis on factors leading the operator to expect the 


finding of commercial ore bodies. This statement should be accompanied by supporting maps such as geological maps, maps 
of the proposed openings and assay maps, sample lists, and other pertinent data. 


THE REQUIREMENTS AND COSTS 
23. Tabulate in the form of an itemized statement with a sum for each item the estimated requirements and costs of the project so 


that 'the total will give the estimated cost of the project in which the Government will participate, as' follows: 
(a) Labor, by numbers and classes (miners, muckers, millmen, etc.), with wages of each 
(b) Supervisors, by numbers and positions, with salaries of each. 
(c) Cost of necessary repairs to existing facilities, structures, and 'buildings. 
(d) Cost of necessary installation or construction of additional facilities, structures, and buildings. 
(e) Cost of items of equipment, not now owned by the applicant which must be purchased for operations at a cost of $50 or 


more each. 
(f) Cost of rental for equipment which the operator proposes to rent. 
(g) Rental value of items of equipment which the operator now owns and which will be devoted to the work. 
(h) Cost of materials and supplies, including items of equipment costing less than $50 each.' 
(i) Cost of power, water, utilities, and any other items not provided for above. 	 ' 


,24. Furnish a time schedule of the project, stated in terms of months after project is approved, showing progress expected to be 
accomplished and the money expected to be spent.


CERTIFICATION 
The undersigned company, and the official executing this certification on its behalf, hereby certify that the information con-


tained in this form and accompanying papers is correct and complete to the best of their knowledge and belief. 


By 
(Name of company)	 (Signatuze of authorized official) 


(Date)	 (Title) 
Title 18, U. S. Code (Crimes). Section 1001, makes it a criminal offense to make a willfully false statement or representation to any department or agency 


of the United States as to any matter within its jurisdiction. 


*Same as footnote on page 1.	 , io—c4Py -1 	 U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
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7 Loae attached and is in good. standing. 


8. Can be rished upo* request 


9. pp1icants are prepared. to invest ten per cent of cost of 
pro 1ject (estimated at $23,OOe) which is sufficient to pa 
their' pa1. of. oet. 


1O 4 See attachet lease: ::X map.. 
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Form?3	 '1. SOEPARTMENT OF THE 1NTER1O 


DENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION


Budget Bureau No. 42—R1035. 
Approval expires 6-30-51. 


c/b 
E',t04 Sr*'s 
8oG coaa Srtns 


Vttai,	 s 


APPLICATION FOR AID FOR AN 


'EXPLORATION PROJECT PURSUANT TO


MINERAL ORDER 5, UNDER


DEFENSE PRODUCTION 'ACT OF 1950 


!! 
'orot son, r, n 


Banson, W. R. 
Pitt&n, C, V. A. 
McDeraott, ucene 


Losatre.. Z. 
.


DO NOT FIL IN THIS BLOCK 


Docket No----------


Date received	 LL 


Participat ' 
_rç	 '\' 


Thci


Name and 
address of 
applicant 


Date ------ -•2?.195 


FILL IN THIS BLOCK 


Date of application----------	 Estimated cost 


Mineral or metal-------------
	


Percentage of Government participation 


Location of	 $IOt!Va Countto* 


Date of filing MF-100
	


DMA Docket Number, if available ------------------------------





INSTRU CTIONS 


Read Mineral Order 5, Regulations Governing Government 
Aid in Defense Projects, before completing this application. 
Submit four signed copies of the application to Defense Min-
erals Administration, Department of the Interior, Washington 
25, D. C., or to the nearest field executive officer thereof, with 
your name and address on each sheet of the application and 
all accompanying papers. If any question is inapplicable, or


if you cannot answer it, so state on the form. Where the 
space 'provided for answer is insufficient, answer on a separate 
sheet, annex it to the application form, and refer to it in• space 
for answer. If the application is approved, you will be pre-
sented with an exploration project contract on Form MF-200, 
for your signature. 


THE APPLICANT 


*1. Is applicant an individual, partnership, or corporation? 
*2. If a partnership, state names and addresses of partners. 
*3• If a corporation, state names and addresses of officers, directors, and five largest stockholders. 
*4• Describe the mining and general business experience of (a) the applicant, and (b) the person or persons who wil1manage the 


project.. 
*5 Are you the owner or the lessee of the property? 
6. If owner, state what claims, liens, or encumbrances, if any, are against the property. 
7. If lessee, attach a copy of the lease and state if it is in good standing. 


NOTE.—It will be necessary to procure and attach to the exploration project contract agreements of claimants, lienors, en-' 
cumbrances and lessors subordinating their interests in the property to the interest of the Government under the. 
contract. 


8. Furnish current financial statement, showing assets and liabilities, and a profit and loss statement. 
9. How much money is applicant prepared to invest in proposed project? Is it sufficient to pay your part of the cost of the 


pioject as detailed in question 23 of this application form, in accordanèe with the regulations on Government participation 
(Section 9 of Mineral Order 5)? 


•If you have already anwered these questions on MF-100, you are not reqi,ired . to answer the questions for this application.







IHE PROPERT'	 •.	 V-
10. (a) Give a description of thal property that will be in any way involved in 	 exploration project, including any existing 


mine or operating property. 
(b) Giye the legal description of the exact parcel, plot, or area upon which the exploration is to be conducted. 


NOTE.—If both areas are the same, so state. The only obligation to repay the Government is from the net earnings from 
any commercial discovery made in the area specified in (b) above in which the exploration is to be conducted, 
and the expenditureof funds which may be charged as costs of the project must be limited to that area or to 
work necessary to perform the exploration in that area. 


*11. State the present and former names of the property, if any. 
*12. State, in detail, the location of the property with reference to towns, railroads, roads, shipping points, including distances 


and directions and kinds and conditions of roads.. 
*13. State source and quantity of water available for operations and its sufficiencyat all seasons. 


State amount of power to be used, rate per hour or other cost, and source. 
*14. Describe any existing useable facilities, equipment, buildings, or structure now on the property that will be devoted to the 


exploration work. 
15. State in detail how the ore could be shipped and how and where milled. 


*16. History: 
(a) Give a statement, as complete as possible, of previous exploration, development, operation, and production of. property, 


with reasons for any past suspensions of operations. 
(b) State briefly the known history and production of adjoining and neighboring properties. 
(c). Furnish any available (private) reports that may apply to this application, including results of mine examinations, 


recommended exploration and development, and metallurgical investigations. 
'.17. Production: 


(a) If mine is in production, furnish the following information: 


Grade or	 Net valu.e 
Tons per day	 analysis	 - - -Cost per ton	 per ton 


(1) Mining 
(2) Milling	 --
(3) Shipped 


or sold 
*18. Ore or mineral-reserves: (If property is or'has been operating.) 


(a) Describe the ore or mineral deposits briefly. 
(b) Submit available -maps- and assay data. 
(c) Give estimated tonnage and grade of each class of ore reserves. 


19. State any conditions or circumstances regarding the property not sufficiently brought out by the foregoing questions. 


THE EXPLORATION 
20. For what mineral or minerals and for what types of deposits and ores will the exploration be conducted? 
:21. Describe briefly, but concisely, the proposed work and the estimated time required to complete it. 


NOTE.—The Government will not participate in a project that will require more than 2 years to complete. 
22. Furnish statement of the geological basis of the project with particular emphasis on factors leading the operator to expect the 


finding of commercial ore bodies. This statement should be accompanied by supporting maps such as geological maps, maps 
of the proposed openings and assay maps, sample lists, and other pertinent data. 


THE REQUIREMENTS AND COSTS 
23. Tabulate in the form of an itemized statement with a sum for each item the estimated requirements and costs of the project so 


that the total will give the estimated cost of the project in which the Government will participate, as follows: 
(a) Labor, by numbers and classes (miners, muckers, milimen, etc.), with wages of each. 
(b) Supervisors, by numbers and positions, with salaries of each. 
(c) Cost of necessary repairs to existing facilities, structures, and buildings. 
(d) Cost of necessary installation or construction of additional facilities, structures, and buildings; 
(e) Cost of items of equipment, not now owned by the applicant which nust be purchased for operations at a cost of $50 or 


more each. 
(f) Cost of rental for equipment which the operator proposes to rent. 
(g) Rental value of items of equipment which the operator now owns and which will be devoted to the work. 
(h) Cost of materials and supplies, including items of equipment costing less than $50 each. 
(i) Cost of power, water, utilities, and any other items not provided for above. 


24. •Furnish a time schedule of the project, stated in terms of months after project is approved, showing progress expected to be 
accomplished and the money expected to be spent. 


CERTIFICATION 
The undersigned company, and the official executing this certification on its behalf, hereby certify that the information con-


tained in this form and accompanying papers is correct and complete to the best of their knowledge and belief. 


By 
(Name of company)	 (Signature of authorized official) 


(Date)	 -	 (Title) 
Title 18, U. S. Code (Crimes), Section 1001, makes it a criminal offense to make a willfully false statement or representation to any department or agency 


of the United States as to any matter within its jurisdiction. 


Same as footnote on page 1. 	 10-e4067-1	 u. s. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
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GEocnEucAi1 SuRvIYs 
3806 CEDAR SPRINGS ROAD 


MAILING ADDRESS	 DALLAS, TEXAS 
P. 0. BOX 6508


MEDICAL CENTER STATION


; 


TELEPHONE 
LAcE8IDE 5145 


Originals sent via air mail special delivery 
June 27, 1951.


DEPARTMENT OF 
Del,,18, Mineral, THE 


RE El 


JUN29195,
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GEOCHEMICAL SURVEYS 


3806 CEDAR SPRINGS ROAD 


DALLAS , TEXAS 


June 27, 1953k 


Dr. Jaass Boyd 
Defense Minerals M*lMstration 
Depart*ent of tb* lnterior 
Waeington Z5 IL C. 


Dea? 2z'. Bojd
U: Propoas ¶tn Prosj,ecting Prograii 


Catrcrn an Sterr oiinties, Iew Kexico 
• • . :	 • • : •	 •	 . . viii %h	 .jett*	 a* sentng ou the àiow:	 .	 . 


•	 •	 1. SjUabue of a tin prosp.c%ing progrea proposed for the area
shown on the 


2. Map of port tone of Catron and. Sierra Counties, New Me4ce 
(where nea-ceaaercial deposits of tin have been found.). 


3. Copy of Iease iran J. L Canning to L L )4a'r. 
. 7orm K? ],03 •' 	 • 


5. B S.G. S.Balletin 92Z'M (191*0) 


Although the lease fros Canning to Man' (who is atisociated. with 
as in this 4otnt venture) covers a much larger area, it applies s'ecift 
caily to about 5,000 acres of mineral fee owned. by Canning. So far 
as we have bee* able to d.eterain.e, this includes by far the ,eater 
pant of the privately owned *in.ral fee in the considered. area. The 
other important mineral right a there are those which are federal or 
state owned.; mast of these appear to be opeu at present. 


Ye have filled out Porn M 7 103 to the beat of our ability. 
Boweve, due to the shortage of tine anti the press of circumstances, 
some of th. material requested, particularly (8) current financial 
status, etc. , baa not been included., this can be supplied upon 
request. Porn M P 100 has not been filled out since the copy originally 
supplied appears to have been aislaid. 


Although they are not attached hereto, we have pertinent 
Case treatments of mineral prospecting by soil analysis and. radore; 
while these case treatments are available for private &tsplay and 
discussion, they have not been released. for general distribution. 
The soil analysis case treatments ore across lead. deposits (in Missouri) 
owned by the St. Joseph Lead Company, aM were macto with that coai,any' s 
permission and approval; we consider that these iata are as significant 
with respect to mineral prospecting as we have found. them to be with











heretrattei' called Leseee", 


rr Iu._u *f-UL **: &1: 


3. 


• ..	 Leseor, in consideration of the . sus* of ?en Dollar's 
($30.00) cash paid, the receipt at which is hereby scknow3edged, 
nd of the ro*lty herein provided tor, md of the covenants 


and agreante hezeinaftercontatned, does by these presents 


hereb7 grant, le*øe and let exelustysly unto said Lessee the 
hereinafter detcribed land iiith the acle and excluiwe right 


to tmee•e to do geophysical, geocheniaal, geological or other 


•z*ainatton or *zai*tnattoxis test, explore, prospect, drill for, 
prode, mine, extrict, process, ts, treat, care for and re 
mov all metal and metal bartng ores snd all minerals, ezoepting 


only i1, ju and coal, and to store same upon said land during 
the term h*eot, With the right of ingress and egress at a].l 
times and the right to construct, erect, meintain, use, repair, 


replace thereon and remeve therefrom all buildings, shafts, 


hoists, ebines, pumps, boilers, engines, telephone and tele 


graph lines, railroad tr$ck, roads, bridges, oai3s, power 
houses, or other plants, residences, offices, shops asebinery, 
,quipmsmb*snd fLxtures for prospecting, drilling, mining,. pr'o 
duotag, •xtrutirig, proeeui taking, treating, caring fo*', 
removing and storing such metal and stal bearing ores and
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14 $ i/ *S I.	 k i 
1ert* Cowty, s* b**4I4 Øt*I4 ii	 ao r	 a 


}W i4s;'F'6f :. :' 
Twp, I	 W	 S.	 h3 f 8.c. , It 1, 2 


: .f3t1	 2, , 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 16, 17, 18, 19, 2	 'p.. 
27, 2, 29, 30, 31, 32, Twp. 8 5, age. 10 v'; All of Se 	 . I 


NE 1/4 SW 1/4 Sec. 1, All of 3ec. 23, Twp. 8 S, Rge. 11 ':; EE 1/4 S/4 
$ec..21, S l/2.,N ]j4,1 1/2 SE 1/4 Sec. 31,,NW 1/4 N 1/4 Sec. 32, 
Twp 85, ige.' 12 W; Nl/4 SE '1/4 Sec. 35,:.TwP. $ 	 13 ;. 
i&W 1/4, W 1/2N 1/4, L.i, SE i/4[ N 1/4, 5 1/2: $eC. 3, Lbi2,.:3, 


• '.4, 5, 6, 7, NE 1/4 NE 1/4, S 1/2 NE 1/4, 'SE .1/4 NW 1/4, E 1/2 S 1/4, 
SE 1/4 Sec. 6, Sections 7, 8, 17, E1/2, E 1/2 W 1/2, Lots 1, 2, 3, 


• .. .	 4 sec. 18, ELl/2, E 1/2 1/2,Si 1/4 NW 1/4, ota 1,:3,	 1/4 S 1/4 
ec. 19, 'Sec. 20, 5 1/2 NE'1/4, W1/2 SEi/4. Sec. 22, W.1/2 SW 1/4, 


•	 8 1/4 NW 1/4 Sec 29, E 1/2, E i/2T 1/2', Lots 1,2, 3, 4Sec. 30,


N 1/2 iI 1/4 Sec. 32, Twp. 9 3, 1ge. 10 W; Sections 1, 12, 13, 


• ' .. 1/2, 3 1/2 iI 1/4 Sec. 14, S 1/2 S. 1/4 Sec. 15, S 1/2	 1/4, 
NW 1/4 SE 1/4, NE 1/4 SW 1/4, S 1/2 3W 1/4 Sec. 21, N' 1/4 ' 1/4, 


•	 SE 1/4 W 1/4 Sec. 22,' Secti ons 24, 25, N 1/4 SW 1/4, S 1/2 NW 1/4, 
N 1/4 SE 1/4, .1/2 NE 1/4 . Sec. 29, SE 1/4 S 1/4, SW 1/4 SE 1/4, 
:E l/4sE 1/4 Sec. 30, SW 1/4, Lot 2 ec. 31, Twp. 95, Rge. 11 


i/4 NW 1/4 Sec. 32, l'wp. 10 5, R. 11 W;NW 1/4 SW 1/4 Sec. 8, 
sE 1/4 .?M 1/4 Sec, 15, S . 1/4. NE 1/4 3e. 33, Twp. 9 5,, Ege. 12 W; 
Lots 1, 2,' N 1/2 SW 1/4 N 1/4, SE 1/4.	 1/4,. SW 1/4 S%41/4 N 1/4,
SE 1/4 E 3/4 NW 1/4 Sec. 1, s 1/4 SE 1/4 Sec. 10, Twp. 10 5, Rce. 
12W, NJI.P.M., Catron County, New exio, containing 29,218,05 acres, 
more or lees.'	 •	 .	 ••	 .	 . '	 ,• . 


There shall be excluded fr'oni 1thi. lease rr land in whh J. R. Canning 


•	 •	
does ot own a mineral Interest. 	


,'	


•
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V 


ttner*1e; hoieing emp1orses nd ny arx all othr rights and 


priviieges necesSary, lneldnt to or convenient for the eeon-


. .. .. : omical operation •ot a4 1*tid and *djoththg or neighboring lands 


.	 operated by Lessee ror the above a1d purposes. The land which 
.. ta . the subject of this i,ea is situated in the	 . 


, .. : 
• Sierra an&çatrofl .	 . ..	 , .Stat€ ot	 New exico •	 , and 


. .	 ,	 . 
i5 described as tàllowB: 


;t	


: :


	 •	 '•


1% 


2. 


-.


	


	 This leaae shall be for a pertod of fifteen (15)


years from the date hereof (called "primary term"), and as long 


thereafter as any of. theleasedsibstances.are o can be prO 


duped from said land.


3. 


The royalty to be paid to Lessor is one-tenth (L/1O) 


of the a1ueota1l mined ore and minerals in its natural state 
•	


at themin. at the time itis rketed. 
•	 k. 


agree and covenants that *thin five (5 years 


tro date hereof it will nke or cause to be made a geophsical, 


geocheidcal, geological or other examination or examthations of 


the above deacrtbed land with the rIght to drill prospect holes, 


sink shafts and pits: on said land for the presence of a deposit 


or deposits of oré*containing one or more of the above deacrib. 
•	 ed metals, tbe ext.rzt .an duration, of such examination or ezamifla-





tiona to be t he 801e di8cretion and judgnient of Lesse. 


•	 •	
••	 •:	 •	 •	 •	 •
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.	 - ø 	 . 
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. ..... .	 At: the expiation of. Baid five (5) year per1d 


•:••• •	 •. •, Lessee agrees to promptly deliver to LeBsor aWritten iecord. 
. . ..	 able relea8e of such porttori or, portions of' the above descrlbl! 


ed land, If any, on which Lessee has made or caused to be made an 


examination or examinations, as above provided for, and which 


does not in the good faith opinion of Lessee contain a com-


mercial deposit of any of the substances covered by this Thae. 


5. 
AU taxes levied on severance, mining, storing, market. 


ing or reserves of metal bearthg ores and minerals ihall be due 


and payable onetenth (1/10) by Lessor and nine-tenths (9/10) 


by Lessee. Lessee shall have free use of coal and water from 


aid land forall operatIons conducted by it hereunder. 


6. 


If at any time, and from time to time, and for any 


reason whatsoever Lessee is of the opinion that further mining 


operations hereunder are not iconomically feasible, Lessee may 


discontinue same and pay to Les8or at . the rate of One Bundred 


Dollars ($100.00) per year, payable quarterly, commencing ninety 


(90) days after reassation of such operations, for the time 


such operations are suspended, and upon such payment it shall 


be óonsideréd that mining operations were conducted on said 


land continuously during such time or times of suspension. 
7. 


Lessee may at any time execute and deliver to Lessor 


or place of record a release or releases covering any portion 


or portions of the above described land and thereby surrender 


this lease as to such portion or portions and be relieved of 


all obligations as to the acreage surrendered, but all lands 


so released shall remain subject to easements for rights of 


way necessary or convenient for Lessee's operations on the land 


retained by it.
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If Lessor owns a less interest in the above deacrbed 


	


i . .	 . ; . land than the èntir. Interest there1n, thér the royalty herein 


. 
S ::


	


	


; pcvtded shall be paid to Lessor only In: the roport1on wiUch 	 ' 


: Lessor's 1nteret bears to the entire 1ntereei. 


9. 


The r1tts o±' either pi'y hereunder may be aseign*d 


In wbøle or In part an the provisions hereot ha1I extend to 


. 0 •	 tiIr heirs, legal representativee, suceesors, nd assigns, 


	


. s . •	 ,• . but rio• change or div1iqn in o,inerahip of' th I*YId or rorait1es, 	 : 


bowever accomplished, ehall operate to enlarge t) obilgatton 


or diutinish the r&ghtz of Leseb. N a1e or asign*ent by 


H


	


	 shallbe binding oI,esseeiintilLeasee shall be furn 


•ished by regi8tere,d 3. S. iail with a certified copy of record 


ed instrument evidencing same. 


10 


When mining o other operations, or compliance with 


any rqiatesenta of this lame, expr.i or iMpitied, are delayed 


in	 *pted.Or .pziventød by. lack of o delay in obtaining


water, labor or material, or by fire, storm, floods war, re 


bellion, ihsurectien rtdt, øtrike, differenoes with wrkan, 


breakage or failure f pipe lines, macthinerl or equipment, or 


aS a result of any order, reutstt5on or necessity of the 


government, or by the requirements of any statute, regulation, 


rule or order enacted or issued by any legtslative body, or 


any official, commission, regulatory body or agency, State or 


federal, claiming the right to enact or issue sane, or as the 


result of any cause whatsoever beyond the control of Lessee, the 


time Of such delay or terruption shall not be counted against 


Lessee in computing aty Deriod of time established or required 


by this lease for the pørformance of any act, express or 


implied, herein required of Lessee, nor shall Lessee be subject 


or liable for catcellation of this lease or for any damages
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whatsoever, aiyth1ng In this lease to the cOntz'arr notwtth-


standing. Kotoomp11ance, de1a in corepltano*, or lneomplet• 


eap1iance by Leeeee with an r provisions ot thie lease, express 


. . . or Implied,. ' or de1a reSu1tin from any of the causes Ierøin-


above et out In thia az'agraph shall nOt be conaidexed a. 


default on Le8see'e part a.nd thall not render Lessee itable 


tot' arty 1os, damage, or Injury whatever on account thereof 


.	 ..	 orliable forcanoeflatlón of this 1ese. ' .Shou1 mining or 


	


. ,, : , , ,	 other operations. tepor&riiy ceaBe or be prevented on said 


land on account of any of the causes hereinabove et out in 


this Paragraph, this leüe shall not terminate on that account 


but, on the contrary, it will be considered that mining opera 


tions were cbnducted on said land continuously during such 


cessation fr said cauae.
11. 


LOsor does for Lessor and for Lessor's heirs, ex-


ecutors and admthistrators cOvenant with Lessee, its stzcceseors 


and assigns, that Lessor is lawfully seized in fee simple of 


said premises, that they are free from all encumbrances and 


that Lessor has a good right to lease and demise the ease as 


aforesaid, that Lessor will, and Lessor's heirs, exeutors and 


administrators shall warrant and defend the same to th. said 


Lessee, its successors and assigns, forever against the lawful 


claims of a.l persons, and agrees that Lessee shall hav* the 


right at any- time to redeem for Lessor, by payment, any sort 


gage, taxe$ or ether liens o1 the above described latds, 
in the event of default of aym*nt by Lessor, and be subrogated 


to the rights of the holder thereof In case of payment of 


ar such sortgae, tjxes sir otherr liens by Lessee, in addtttn 


to the rght o subrogation herein granted, Lessee shall also 


have the right to retain any royalty which mey' become due Lessor 


hereunder and to repay i4li therefrom, and the retention of 


-5..
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such royalty by Lessee shall have the same effect as it paid 


to the Lessor in whose behalf payiient of any mortgage, taxes 


or other lien was made.


12.'	 , 


Lessee shall have the right to accept leaeea'or óon 
veyances from others owning,, or claiming to own, Interests in 


the land, ore"or minerals 'covered hereby adverse to the rights 


of Lessor herein and' Lessee shall 'alsO have the , right to cause 
• OtherS owning any 'interests in the land, ores or minerals cover. 


ed hereby to'join in the execution of this lease and shall also 


• have the right to accept colessor agreements from such persons' 
owning any Interests In' said land, ores or minepaiscovered here-
by, ratifying, confirming and adopting this lease •1n ' jt entirety, 


WI!NESS the execution hereof the. day and year first 
above written. 


THE STATE OF TEXAS, 
COUNTY OF 


BEFORE ME, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said County and State, on this day personally appeared 
, 


	


known to me to be the person	 whose name	 subscribed to the foregoing instrument, and acknowledged to 
me that	 he	 executed the same for the purposes and consider tion therein expressed. 


GIVEN UNDER MY HAND AND SEAL OF OFFICE this e(J day of	 A. D. 19 


	


( L.S. ) 	 ..•,,.,,.,.,,,,_..,,,..,_,9 	 .1,,,.,,,,, 


	


Notary Public in a	 or	 County, Texas 


to me known ,' to be the persàn described in, and who executed the 


toregoing instrument 'and acknowledged that he executed' the same 
as his free act and deed. 


IN'WXTNE3 'WHEREOF I have 'hereunto set 'myharid and af-
fixed my official seal the day an ear In this certificate above 
written.	 ','	 "'• '	 ,	 0 "	 " 


(2\ \ " (AW \L . _	 •
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A TIN PROS?ECTING PIOGRAM 


FOR
SOUH'ESTERN NEW MEXICO 


A tin prospecting program is described; this is proposed for the 
•	 . geüeralvicinity oil the known, non-cornrnercai tin deposits in the 


Black 'Range, Catron and Sierra Cointes, New Mexico' 


This program is planned in three atep, (1) reconnaissance of 
several townships 'by' a geoóheiicàl method :(the analysis of near-
surfa.ce. soils f9r significant coustttuents), (2) the detail of' 


•	 thereby identified signifióant anomalies by a geophysical . method 
(radore), and (3) 'test hole drilling of 'the sore favorable' de.-•	 ,	 , tailed anomalies. 'Although such a program of reconnaissance end 
detail prior to test drilling is novel in muieral prospecting, it 
has been successful, standard operating procedure in petroleum 
prospecting. 


Thumbnail biographies describe the educational baákgrounds and 
• . profeasional experience of the individuals. who 'propose, and expect 


to participate in, this. recommended tin prospeoting program.' 


'. '


	


	 •	
' Among them is one individual who has played • an important part in •	 .'	 daaonstrating , the usefulness of the radore method for outlining 


•:, ore bodies prior, to' drilling; other individuals pioñeèred the 
•	 ': •	 successful application of oii analysis' to petroleum 'prospecting 


•	 • ,	 and have conducted significant experimental work' in its appit-. 
cation to mineral prospecting. . Pertinent experimental data are 
available for inspection.: The equipment required' for this program' 
is. available either directly or through rental. 


BACKGROUND MATERIAL 


Grow Qualifications and Experience 


The proposed tin prospecting program is to be a joint venture 
sponsored,: and to be "undertaken,. 'by the 'following: • • ' 


• ''	
•, ' Morton H. Màrr, Gulf States Utilities Building,' Da11a 1, Texas 


James B. ForgotsOn, 208 Ricou-.Brewster Building, Shreveport, 
LouisIana	 .	 •	 '	 '	 ' 


'Geochemical Surveys (a partnership), 3806 Cec,ar Springs. Road,' 
''Dallas 4, 'Texas, coapoed of V. R. Ransone, C...V ' A. P1ttan,'.' • '•, ' '	 E''C. 'Reaor Eugene Mceott, and L E. ,Rosai 	 • 


Brief biographies of these sponsors follow 


Marr, M. H , An independent oil operator. Educational background
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in ining engineering. 1hile Marr has engaged to a minor extent in 
mining operations, his..primazr aeti ities'are in 'rarious phases of 
the petroleum inaustry, particularly prospecting In the latter, 


,	 +j	 iae	 .-P	 .,-as'	 ,i	 r3tr4, rini L'..JW	 -	 .-'	 A..3 


'and geochemical methods,	 in so doing, be ba become ..veU' 
acquainted with their principles, applications, and uefu1ness. 


FozgotsonJ,. L , Educational backgrotmd in mining and petroleum 
geolo.. For se'vexa1 yéate 1as engaged in evaluating mineral' 
resources in So'utbvestern -United states,. and now a consulting -geolo-
gist and geopbyscst in both, petroletia and mining prcspecting. 
Directed moat of the "field 'work which has demonstrated the: usef1nes 
of tbe-..electroiaagnetic method known as 0radore" 'in 'mining, and 
"radoW' in petroleum,, prospecting';- this technique recently has been 
hoin to have marke4 . usefulness in outlining ore bodies prior to 


•	 their evaluation by 'drilling. "	 . '	 .-	 , . ' ' 


• Geochemical Surveys i a • partnership founded circa 1941 'to exploit 
geochemical (soil analysiø) methods (in petroleum' prospecting) 
invented sonewbat earlier by, tv' Of the partners, Rosaire and 
McDermott (both of vhom imcidentally, are Past'-Presidents of the 
Society : df EpIoration Geophysioists). 'At ' 'present, Geochemical • ''-	 8urvera is" engaged primarily in the exploration for and prodtiction 
of petroleum; those, activities ha're resulted in and contrIbuted to-


- the -dieovei7 Of; several' oilfields.. The "-grestor part of the income 
-. '	 received by . the rtnerehip is from :the'.productic>ij, of petroleum so 


discovered. The partnership introduced a combination new to 
petroleum-. prospecting,: rloonnaisS'ance by soil 'analysis followed by 


- '	 detai by means of - core -drilling; as a result,' the '8uoceas 'Ratio 
(th.scoveriesftest veils drilled) for this partnership is higher than 


- - the average for the 'petroleum 'industry 'as a 'whole.' Brief biographies 
of the prtnera follow. , ',	 ,:" - "	 - -'	 ,-


Ransone, I L, Educational background in geology and physics. 
• '	 Experience 'in geophysical prospàcting (refrsctiOn. and reflection 


methodS) dates back to '1926. -, - 	 ,	 ' ' '- , 


Pittman, C V. A., &Iucational backgroid in physics and engineering. 
Experience in geophysical prospecting (refraction and reflection 
methods) dates back 'to l927 .	 '	 '	 ''	 . 


E.C., Idutional background in chemistry and'physics.. 
Experience in geophysical prospecting (reflection 'method). dates back' 


•	 to 1934. .	 .. 


McDeiott, Eu,gene. Educationa background 'in physics and engineering. •	 '	 Experience in. geophysical prospecting (refraction, and refleôtion 
methods,' geo-electrca1 methcds) dates back. to 1925, in geochemical 
prospecting,. to 1938. .:	 '	 .,	 ,. ''	 . . 


Bosajre, Z,. Z,, ducàtiona1 backgrornid in chemistry and physics.
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&qerience in geopbysical prospecting (refraction and ref1ectio 
• methods) dates bnck to 1925k	 geochemical and gao-electrical methods, 


to 1936. 


iron these thi*bw4i. btogrpbies, it is obvious th.Lt the sponsors of 
•	 • this tin pro pectixig pro;rizt are pzfes6ionals In the field of pros-. 


pecting for petro1eu*, and are qualified to attapt analycis and 
solution of prospecting pioble	 As litter paragrpha show, justiti-. 
*tion exists for their cnc1uaiou thtt their bacgrouud. in petrolet 


• •, • proocting can be translated. ad	 tgeou4y, Into proapectin	 for 
•	 • other	 nerale.	 •	 S 	 • 	 • 


GIGU? EQU1ZT 


Geochemical 3urveys aaintains a modem laboratory at its place of 
bnalne.sa in Dallas,	 Currently, thi	 Isboratory analyzes some 75.IOG 
sot]. samples daily, a rate 'which can be at'1est dou11ed. 	 Thig 


•	 • :. labórato'y was the first 'in thte part of the United Stitee to acquire 
• certoiü. Speàtaliz.d analytical appartue; these include, a flame. • ,•• 8pectrophotometer, a recording po1arograi, specIalized microscopes, 


• and autntioaUy controlled, recording apparatus for the simultaneous 
•	 •	 • • •	 analysis of soil samples.. At present, Geochemical Surveys operates • •	 three uapls collecting parties and one core drill eret, and hs •	 • •	 operated in Texea, Oklahoma, Ioataiana, Arkanss. Illinois, Missouri,	 • 


Jew Mexico	 Califor*ia, and CanadA,	 At 'such time aa prospects hare 
• been outlined by g6ocheaial soil analysis, the detail required. for 


.
S 


: the choice of a test. holelocatton will be 1u9d.ö ty the use of.radore. 
Such equient will be rented from the invextoz', V. H. Barrett, Inc., 


•	 •	 • Sbreveport Louisiana., with. vho*, for yers. on. of ua,orgoteon, 	 •	 • 
has maintained a doe, relationship. 


INTm1XiCTIQN 


In iriev of its obviousne.ss, it appears superfluous to .xpomd upon 
the great significance which would be attachad to the discovery of • • • of a comurcts1 deposit oftinbesring ore wit$xt the continental. 	 S • •.	 • S	 •	 •	 • •' • United $tatos.	 I.t should be said 'however, that that consideration •	 •'	 S 
played an important pert in the conception. and recoauendtton of this 
program. 


The 


This particular prospecting problem is as foUo'w 


Since before l9I0, several localized areas of tin bearing ore hve 
been known to exist in Catron and Sierra Counties, Sew exico. 


oosit	 Banie, Carqp	 ierra ounUoe.	 ______ 
U. S. Geoloica]. Survey Bulletin 92244, 1940 


.
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•	 These occurrences have been investigated by nineral prospectors of 
varying degrees of oompetence; at preent, however, no coimercial 
discoveries have resulted from those investigations. 


A Similar Problem in PetroleuL7i Prost,ecting &id Its Sol4tion 


This type of problem is one whioh is quite familiar to those of us 
with .de experience	 p.etrolein prospecting. Our. coualusjon is that 
in .suh a situation, the coiapettce of the prospector often 10, less 
.iuportaut than the finding effectiveness of the method ezp1oyed. Thus, 
in 1924, a competent Gulf Coast prospector wrote as follows.-


'Sincà the discovery in 1917 of the H gerMartin dome in Section 28,, 
T 9 S, B 7 E, St1 Martin Parish, Lo'u.isi*na, approximately 675 wildcat 
wells have been drilled in search of new domes on the coast, involiring 
an expense . estimated at $20,000,000,. c1us1ve of leases' and overhead, 
expenses. Yet only one ne. dome ha been fouxd during this period, 
and it has not yet proved profitable coizerciaUy as & source of oil," 


Henniger, V ., Occurrence 	 Sulphur Waters in	 Gnlf Coast 
Texas and Lo*$siana,	 Their $inificanee j Loeatin	 Domes, 
Geo10 of Salt Dome Oil Fields, BeGolyer and Others, Amer Asso. 
Petrol, Gaol , 1926, pp. 774-776. 


SYet in 1927, only three years after this was written, nine salt domes 
were found in e1een crew months of operation by two refraction eels-
mograph perties; .tbeae. were staffed by men. who, in 1924, ware wholly 
without experience in etrn1eum prospecting. The use of an effective 
method, new to the area, in the hands of relatively inexperienced men, 
readily. solved a prospecting problem which, only three years earlier, 


:.the most competent prospectors had . foimd to be (for all practical . . 
purposes) tt2aolul)1e. 


Qparative Positions of Mineral and Petroleum Ppecjinfl 


On the basis of our experience in petroleum and mineral prospecting, 
we (the individua1 who recoumend, and expect to pa'ticipate in, this 
tin .ape eting program) 'consider that mineral prospecting today is 
quite similar in status to petroleum prospecting in 1924; i.d., just 
when geoiysicai methods. were being ccessfnlly introduceth Further, 
on the basis of our exoerience with geocheiaical and geophysical methods 
in mineral prospecting, we are couvined thnt the stage is set for a 
evolution in mineral prospecting which Viii be comparable to that which 


took place in petroleum prospecting with the successful introduction 
and widespread use of geophysical methods. 


nfvorab1e and Favorable etors ShoUld Compensate 


O'rauted that there will be a najor difference in the size of the target







. 


.


(i.e , the typical mineral deposit can be expected to be very much 
smaller than the typical petroleum accumulation). However, there 
should be an important compensating factor in that, once we can 
read" through the surface mantle (which so effectively limits the


finding effectiveness of the otherwise competent mineral prospector 
who relies wholly upon visual inspection) a number of mineral prospects 
reasonably can be expected at depths 'which are very shallow as compared 
with those encountered, and successfully handled, in petroleum pro spect-
lug. That is, while in mineral prospecting, our possible targets will 
be much smaller (than in petroleum prospecting), on the other hand, 
the range also will he much smaller. bus, we can expect that the im-
favorable factor of very small target size 'will be compensated, to an 
appreciable degree, by the favorable factor of shallower depth. 


New Methods Available in Mineral Prosecting 


Two potentially important methods recently have become availible to 
the mineval prospector; ne of these is geochemical (soil analyia) 
and the other is geophysical (radore). Either method, alone, would 
have marked a significant advance in the art; however, in proper com-
bination, they bid veil to effect an advauce so great a to justify 
the term ."revolutio&'. S 


Reconnaissance d Detail Methods 


• The location f an ore boy (or petrolum accumulation) is a problem 
in three dimensions, latitude, longitude, and depth. Obviously, any 
method Which operates in the third dimension (depth) could be used, 
unaided, in prospecting. That is, all the mineral deposits (and 
petroleum accumulations) could be discovered simply by drilling enough 
wells. However, the resulting discovery cost would be unduly high, in 
view f the following considerations. By far the greater part of any 
area to be prospected (an area which is large when compared with the 
area of the typical target) cmn be expected to be barren (of ore or 
petroleum); consequently, an important factor in any organized pros- - 
pecting campaign is the cost of eliminating barren areas incidental 
to the recognition of localized, potentially significant anomalies. 
This, the t'not finding' cost, makes up unduly percentage of the dis-
covery coat 'when an exploration campaign is based upon reconnais sauce 
by a method which operates in the third dimension; on the other hand, 
the "not finding" cost makes up a much smaller percentage of the dis 
covery cost when an exploration campaign is based upon reconnaissance 
by an appropriate method operating only in two dimensions. 


Bosaire, E. E., Q	 Strategy and Tactics of Exploration 1or 
Petroleum, III, Geophysics, Vol. 4, No. 3 July, 1939, pp. 155-166, 


Thus, when appropriate methods are available, a two step approach has 
distinct advantages in prospecting. The first step is reconnaissance
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. by an appxpriate	 trattgraphic" method (i.e., operating only in two 
dimenslcm3, latitude and longitude) , thie should result in the recog-
nition of localized, potentially significant anoia11es with a low 
snot finding" cost (i.e., te cost of eliminating barren areas) 	 The 
second step is the detail of those localized anozalies by an appropriate 
structura).' method (i.e., operating in the third dimension, depth) so 


a	 to deteriiis.ie their areal extents and depths; thereby the io3t favor-
able locations are chosen for that fl cupreme 4rbiter , the drill. 


Characterities of Radore and Soil Malysis 


The geophysical niethod known	 s radore has been uaed successfully (in 
the Ozark area) to pin point ore bodes 	 i .e • , by tsin	 radore to 
detemine their probable outliues and depths, fnvorable locations have 
been made for test hole.	 $owever, by virtue of that very pin point 
finding effectivenes, the radore iethod is a 'structura1 methcd 
(since it operates in the third dimensiQn), and is a very high cost 
Ilnot finding" method if used on reconnaissance. 


On the other hand, an tmusua1 char&cteristic of the soil analysis 
method is that it operates only in two dimensions, and appears to have 
little, if any, depth perception. 	 I1ove'ver, its two dimensional finding 
effectiveness appears to be reasonably high and its cost per 'unit area 
reasonably low.	 Thus, soil analysis emerges as peculiarly suited to 


• the reconnaissance phase in an organized prospecting campaign., whereby 
the "not finding" cost should be a relatively low percentage of the 
discovery cost. 


Thus, in our opinion, the combination of soil analysis (for recormaissatce} 
and radore (for detail to choose the most favorable locations for test 
holes) appears to be a promising approach to the problem of locating 
commercial tin deposits in the Black Range area of New Mexico. 


Outline of the Proposed Tin rospectin ?roram 


The following paragraphs describe various phases of the proposed tin 
prospecting program; i.e., the working hypothesis upon which it is pro 
jected, the reconnaissance, the detail, and the test hole drilling 
phases.	 Where applicable, there are included estimates of the cost and 
time required for completion. 


Working. Hypothesis 


tn the past, prospecting for tin in this area has proceeded upon the 
working hypothesis that, if commercial deposits of tin bearing ore do 
exist in thi	 area, they '4fl be found in close juxtaposition to the 
known non-commercial deposits. This working hypothesis may or may not 
be valid.	 If it is valid, then the inferences from past prospecting 
are unfavorable, for, as yet, no commercial deposits have been found in 
spite of reasonably intensive investigations inspired by a ftworable 
demand situation
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Prior to the diseover f petroleum there the Tampico Regioi of 
Mexico was notable for its visible seepages of asphalt, oil and gas. 
Many of these n.sible indications of petroleum were tested by wildøat 
walls located in close juztaposit:i.on. Some of these test wells re-
suited .n, dicovezy many vere abiçioned as failtres. Xn the light 
of the extensive develonent. which has taken place . there, it appears 
that sane of these visible indicaticms of petroleum did indicate under-
lying, or nearby, petroleum accumulations, gthers iefinitely were not 
associated 'with petroleum accumulations (i.e., 'were aesocieted with 
igneous	 trLasion), end still others remain today with as yet unde-. 
terined significance. 


Muir, John. M., Geology	 aico Roiion, Mexico, 4mer. Assoc. 
Petrol. GeoL. ,- 1936, pp. 152-157. 


A quite compstern prospector, who s active during the early develop-
ment there, has expressed his considered judgement that the overaU 
significance of the visible evIdences of petroleum in the Tepieo 


• Region was genera). ratherthan specif5.c i.e., indicated that the 
general area, rather than specftic localities, was favorable to the 
accumulation. of petroleum,. 	 .	 ' : •'	 ' 
Or working hypothesis for this proposed tin prospectitg program is 


S


	


	
quite similar; i.e., we have proceeded on the basis of the working 
hypothesis that the known non-oosmereial tin deposits In the Black 
Range are not thselves necessarily associated with, or even close to, 
cosercial tin deposits, but rather that their significance t' the 


• ftvorability of the. general . region 'to iooalied occurrence of tin, 
bearing ore deposits, some of which ay be commercial. Va propose, • '	 . :. therefor, not to restrict our exploration, to 'the iediate vIcinity 
of the no'wn,. noncoznerctal' tin deposits,. but. rather t explore the 
broad area blanketed by rhyolite flows for local iaaneralized areas 
which reasonably can be expected there, end whith may well include 
commercial deposits of tin bearing ores. 


'thus, the proposed tin prospecting program envisages a regional 
reconnaissance, by soil analyei, of about 6 townships; most qf this 
area, f COW'$. 'wfl be 'barren. of significant mmneraliation., However., 


• ' that large area reasonably can' be expected to ieiudó one, 'cr even nàr • •, '	 ' than one, mineralized locality more, favorable (from the standpoint of a • 
ccanercia1 tin deposit) than those now known. When such a favorable • ' ' mineralized locality is .indicsted, it Viii. be detailed by, radars; i.e.,.. 
a detailed radore survey will be made of the geochemical anomaly, with 


	


• the obeoti've of choosing :thè most favorable locatton fo. a test, welL 	 • 
"this last, of course, will be properly 'sampled so that the resulting 
data. can be fuiJy 'evaluated in terms of' àommerctal value of the'	 H
mineralized deposit. 


.
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.
1 


Az	 tattx1 eariiev, the reconnaissance is to be	 oncucted by the naiyeft 
of eoil 3Uflt18	 tkefl at shallov depths a1on 	 a predetorndnd grid. 
That snalyøis will nt be restricted to tin a1oe, but 'Jill thclude 
&UEAT$e3 for other ccntituent 


T11t5 fo11ors because our experiee in geochømical practtng by 	 ot1 
art:Lysts hs demonstrated that a oU constituent whieh i	 eignificant 
in ore area TE3Y not be sigrtfictrtt In	 nohr aret.	 Loeni coriditjon 
!My	 ct to euppre	 the auoc1ou rcc*rreice of what 'bras expected t	 be 
the most significait soU conetttueAt, aud another may awae the oiticn 
of tndi.etor.	 Thus, in recent ezoztiox it 	 he Ozark 1ead. z.nc area, 
the ed conteit of the soil vas uot	 erkd1y interesting from a prospect-
trig stndpoint	 *tile zinc, tiuganeee, nd barit* did yi4d significant 
a4oaalies 131 the vicinity ot known ore bodlee (as	 e11 as in areas zot 
yet inveøttgated by test drUIing), 


Ther'afore, iiile we s yt have no reason to aritici	 te that thc øoncen-
bration ol' ttn in the u,oar	 rface soil il1 fail to be a sii+1icat 
indicator, 're plan to carry 2me1yee for a suite of soil conetituentu, 
and to give considercttio23. to thez*, aingly and in conbinstion, in our 
resolntien of the resulting geochemical data. 


Our first exporation wtU be the collection, and subsequeitt analysis, 
. of soil amp1eo coilseted at a saoing of 0.1 nile n.1on	 a ptofile 18 


miles long.	 3ince by t^.r the greater p'trt of tht profile ehou1d be barren of	 ignificát	 nrlization, those "long profi1' data will 
rntsh the adequate baekgrot*nd so necessary in the x'ecogn&tton and 


evuntian of local anomalies, 


S1&th that background ateria3. at hands the reconnaissance will be 
initiated on a grid of siatlr' profiles apced one half nile apart. 
Gloser spacing will be relied upon, locally, whenever the analyses 
indicate the possible exiateace of a mineralized area,	 Further, that 
"det'iled r5connatsane' will be initiated proaptly, without waiting 
Sor the basic reconnaissance grid to be coapletd. 


If six townahtpø (three long, two wide) are eanipled by a grid of 20 
samples to the mile, along pzftlee one half ails apart approxinately 
4300 reocrnnateeance amplee vould be renuired.	 At a sample collection 
rate of 20 per ay or h40 per month (vor1cing	 2	 ya/montb)	 10 crew 
mouths would be reqiired. An additional	 months or 20O sa'ples mey 
be necessary for detailing anomalies indicated by the reconnaissance 
sampling,	 Preewnably, such a complete sample grid i'iould not be required 
except in the event that no aacali.s of potential signiftcce were 
found.	 Howevei, about that rn*aber of samples probably will b	 rouiz'ed 
if potentially sigtftcant anonalie ax's discovered during the 
reconnaissance survey. Thus, the 15 months of aaxinling iou1d cost, at 
$3,000 per crew month (for the cost of analysis as well as colletin) 


.


an estimated	 120,OQ0.
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This monthly zate for the soil mpling crev is not our nonal contract 
rate; this is much higher. I charge of t8,000 per month for such a 
soil crew is expected to approximtts, very- closely, the expense of 
sample collection, transportation to the laboratory, analysis, and 
usual tabulation and display of the resniting data. 


If as the reconaissamce progresses a possible soil analysis anomaly 
is indicated, the sampling crew at once viii be directed to complete 
a closer ampling of that area, probably to a iniform grid 1/20th of a •	 .	 mile on a side.. Once such a.±'econjtaiesance' detaliw is completed, the 
soil sample collecting crew will return.to the wider reconnaissance 
grid spacing. 


Detail by Radore 


If that reconnaissance detail e3nfins and generally outlines a 
likely looking anomaly, a radore' cxew will. b moved in to initiate the 
geophysical detail. 


A radore crew utilizes a transmitter of electromagnetic waves and & 
calibrated field strength reeeiver. The transmitter is set up at a • . .


	


	 chosen location, and the portable receiver then occupies surveyed 
positions along . a profile across the anoalons . area.. The measured 
field strengths are then plotted and the curves examined for typical, 
sigrifieant anomalies; if .thee exist, they , are interpreted in terms 


•	 of the outline of the ore body, its depth, and its electromagnetic 
characteristics.: (These last have been fond to bear a relattonship 
to the richness of the ore body.) !rom these onc1usiona, the decisio*. 
is reached as to .thether or not this anomaly should be subjected to 
test drilling; if the decision is favorable, these data permit the 
ebotce of a favorable test well io*tjon. 	 •	 •	


• 


The rental of such a radre crew is about 7, 5OC per month., The tine required.'o. the evalato of prospects eh 'as these bill va qite • aT .,iot;. *ub dependaupon the size and depthofths..aiaomaly, the terrain, 
• '. ,. •.' and the' magnitude : of the radore extotaly. Our present estimate is one 


radore crew onth to each likely soil analysis anomaly, with a. possi-
bility that 8 prospects will be found which are worthy of such a. detail, 


Hale Drilling 


rest holes 'will be located in accordance with the findings of the radore 
detail; however, we expect to move in a rig for an immediate test of any 
suitably detailed, worthy, ra.dore anomaly. 


Our estimate of the test drilling cost is t2.50-43 00 per foot of hole 
drilled, with an estimated depth of 1,000 feet, perhaps two such test holes 
can be drilled in one month of continuous operation. While a projection 


• , of the nticjpatecLdrilling costs can be little more than a guess, for '. 
the purposes of rounding out an estimate, 18 such test holes (9 drilling 
crew months) are included.
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